WSS School Learning Plan
OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
WSS is located on the traditional territories of the Sḵwx̱ wú7mesh Úxwumixw and St’át’yemc Ucwalmicw Nations.
We are honored to be learning together on these territories.

Our Principles of Learning - Because We Believe…
All Students Can Learn and do so in Different Ways, at Different Rates, and are able to Demonstrate Learning through Various Means.
Learning is Holistic, Reflective, Experiential, Emotional, and Relational.

Pathways that Impact Learning - Because we believe…
Assessment – When students use learner-specific criteria and diverse means to demonstrate understanding, and when student selfassessment is frequent, these factors have a profound impact on learning.
Collaboration – Students are inspired in the creation of new knowledge and respect for different ideas while understanding each other and
themselves. Through processes like Circle conversations and Socratic Seminars, students actively listen and meaningfully contribute to
discussion.
Engagement - Cooperative structures and strategies allow students to access prior knowledge and deepen understanding to reach specific end
products or goals. Learning is differentiated to appeal to each learner.
Play and Exploration - Student curiosity and inquiry-based approaches lead to the development of student creativity and the innovation of
something new.
Purpose and Authenticity - Students engage in meaningful and personally relevant learning using interdisciplinary approaches and ‘voice and
choice’ to make connections to their own reality and to a broader perspective.
Technology - Students use technology to gain access to information, track understanding, and present out their learning.

Principles of Practice - It’s what we believe about the learning needs of our students…
These are the site-based, professional practices embedded in our day-to-day instruction and structures that uphold the Pathways to help
students develop and demonstrate (through a variety of ways) learning in the four core competency domains.

PATHWAYS
While engagement continues to be identified as a learning pathway of which we determine the extent our school community is personally, socially,
and intellectually invested, our commitment to changing pedagogy through the Pathways to Learning continues to develop. Evidence suggests that
a balanced approach to using Pathways to Learning is resulting in an increased appreciation for school outcomes and a changing emphasis on
student learning. We believe that common structures and strategies that encourage differentiation, and active involvement of students in their
learning, will result in the deepening of student understanding, knowing, and doing.

GUIDING INQUIRY QUESTION
How do we apply structures and strategies in our pathways to create inclusive, effective, authentic learning environments to help students
KNOW, DO, and UNDERSTAND?

THEORY OF ACTION
If we co-design authentic learning opportunities that
i.
connect common language with strategies and structures,
ii.
support inclusive, competency-focused learning that employ our Pathways to Learning and the new Ministry curriculum using
iii.
inquiry-based, collaborative approaches
then students will be able to apply their learning in multiple ways to demonstrate
i.
their understanding of big ideas,
ii.
their knowledge of curricular content,
iii.
their self-reflection on core competencies

PROCESS FOR DETERMINING AREA OF STUDENT LEARNING OF MOST CONCERN
What reasons do you have for selecting this aspect of student learning for school improvement?
Our Foundation and Process of Learning continue to be literacy and engagement, respectively. However, we continue to explore other Pathways
to Learning approaches and develop instructional strategies that place an emphasis on the demonstration of core competencies.

DESIRED RESULTS

Data in this report illustrates how we continue to grow in these areas. Together with provincial, district, and school planning, staff, students, and
parents continue to learn more about competency development and student self-reflection through the lens of SD #48’s strategic plan and the
Ministry of Education’s K-12 plan.
We are basing this on research into how we learn, supporting the premise that “the brain does not store facts, ideas, and experiences like a
computer...it embeds them in networks of perceptions, facts, and thoughts” (Benedict Carey).
Similarly, we recognize that student self-reflection/self-reporting is contrary to grade-based learning. There exists a high effect size between
student achievement and powerful strategies/structures including teacher estimates of achievement, student self-reporting, ongoing feedback
and formative assessment (John Hattie’s meta-study on factors that influence effect size on student achievement).
Shared instructional strategies that include inquiry and project-based learning approaches, result in the development of a growth mindset
grounded in the core competencies. Through a variety of communication methods, including circle discussions, we believe student learning can
be authentic and purposeful.
What processes are used to review and revise your goal or inquiry?
We are continuing to work collaboratively to guide our approach of employing pathways into our classroom strategies (and structures) through
professional learning and the development of school-wide approaches of co-creating and co-assessing student learning. We are learning to
develop pedagogical practices that focus on KNOWING, DOING, and UNDERSTANDING through the framework of our school improvement plan.
We are excited about our learning! Curricular explorations, cross-curricular programming, learning to solve authentic challenges, and the use of
self-reflective (competency-based) language in our classes are a few ways we are changing learning at WSS. We continue to recognize and
explore how, through common language, our pedagogical practices align with our District’s educational plan and the new BC Ed Plan.
We continue to support this learning through collaboration days, school-based team meetings, department/staff meetings, our summer learning
retreat, district and provincial teams (ILT, District Assessment Team, Aboriginal Enhancement Team), Shared Learnings, and the CSL Pilot
Program.
How does the school’s Theory of Action address learning for ALL students?
We believe that common language that concentrates on instructional strategies and structures that uphold the pedagogical pathways of
learning will lead to a wider range of methods for all students to better demonstrate their learning, resulting in overall improvements in
achievement. Our work will be to continue to identify and develop collective strategies/structures that, through a variety of evidence, would
convince us overall achievement is improving. This will include constructing a framework that will help us better recognize how developing
competencies are self-assessed.
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DASHBOARD
English 10 Prov. Exam

English 10 Course Mark

English 10 Blended Mark

ELL Student Data

DESCRIPTOR

2014

Provincial-Based Assessment: Students receiving a
C+ or Better as a percentage of students receiving a
mark (All)
Classroom-Based Assessment: Students receiving a
C+ or Better as a percentage of students receiving a
mark (All)
Classroom and Provincial Exam: Students receiving
a C+ or Better as a percentage of students receiving
a mark (All)

2015

%

2016

68%

72%

83%

15%

78%

74%

89%

20%

78%

76%

89%

17%

The number of students identified and receiving ELL
support.

Grade 11 Readiness Scale
Students receiving a C+ or better in Sc 10, SS 10, Ma
10,
Eng 10, and PE 10
Readiness Data
Grade 12 Readiness Scale
Students receiving a C+ or better in Sc 11, SS 11, Ma
11,
Eng 11, and Planning 10

Distribution of Letter
Grades ALL STUDENTS

Provincial Scholarships

Data illustrating the distribution of letter grades in
the five provincially examinable areas.

BC Achievement Scholarships recognize the top
8000 graduates in the province. The Ministry of
Education determines recipients based on
achievement in Grades 10, 11, and 12 courses that
satisfy the 2004 Graduation Program requirements,
including elective courses.

21 Students
~ ¼ of the 2016 Graduating class
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The Satisfaction Surveys provide schools, districts
and the public with measures of student, parent,
and staff satisfaction in the areas of achievement,
human and social development, school
environment, safety, instruction, parent
involvement, physical activity, and preparation for
the future.

Satisfaction Survey

In 2015/2016 the student response rate was very
high, and represented about 90% of all surveys
returned. The lowest response rates were
associated with secondary parents, at around 10%.
The 2015/2016 Survey was conducted during
March 2016.
Measures in this report (percentages) are based on
respondents who answered with a "positive
response". A "Positive Response" is usually "All of
the Time" or "Many Times"

OurSchool Survey
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OurSchool Survey

OurSchool Survey
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Survey provides leading indicators that inform school practice and instructional decisions with a focus on increasing
student engagement in learning.

OurSchool Survey

Anecdotal Evidence

School Based Team meetings suggest some students are not achieving in core subject areas. This includes:
An increased number of identified Intensive Behavior students receiving support.
An increased number of students identified as having symptoms of anxiety/depression; unable to come to school.
An increase in the number of students previously disengaged, now actively participating and experiencing success.

What does the large scale data dashboard tell you about the achievement of ALL students in your school?
The large scale data tells us the following:
English 10 Provincial exam saw a 15% increase over 2015 for students receiving a C+ or better.
The number of students receiving provincial scholarships increased significantly in 2016.
The number of students receiving ELL support may have plateaued; projected numbers for 2017/18 are approximately 23.
Distribution of letter grades (C+ or better) for English 10, Math 10, Science 10, and Social Studies 11 have increased; English 12 have
decreased.
Readiness Levels provided indicate an increase in the number of students meeting specific core learning targets. Of those that are not
meeting core learning targets, several reasons have been identified including alternate programming options resulting in grade-level
courses being delayed until the following year(s) and students receiving school leaving certificates. This is not illustrated in this evidence
but is accounted for when triangulated with other data sources.
Evidence suggests an upward trend in grade-wide transitioning at WSS.
Student responses in both Grades 10 and 12 show a drop in response to the questions: “At school, do you have opportunities to work on
things you are interested in…” and “As part of your coursework, are you encouraged to include learning activities that happen outside of
your classroom.”
Contribution and Collaboration are identified by students as being competencies that require further development.
Presentations of Learning continues to be identified as the most popular means for students to demonstrate their learning.
WSS students with moderate to high levels of anxiety in Grades 9, 11, and 12 are above Canadian norms and continue to rise. Grade 10 saw
a reduction in anxiety levels of approximately 40%.
Positive teacher-student relationships are above Canadian norms with the exception of Grade 9.
Some students are disengaging from school as a result of anxiety and depression.
Evidence implies that students at WSS consider tactile learning (i.e.: Art, Experiments, Modeling), the use of educational technologies, and
group discussion to be a highly effective and engaging means by which they learn.
Evidence suggests 69% of students surveyed feel they have high skills and are challenged in Language Arts, Math, and Science; however,
22% feel they are under-challenged given their skill sets.

How are you comparing the various sources of data to shape your thinking and/or confirm your actions?
Large scale data is disaggregated to identify differences in groups of students including grade, gender, cohort, and assessment formats.
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SPECIFIC GROUPS OF STUDENTS OF MOST CONCERN
Which specific groups of students were of most concern?
-

-

Grade 8/9 male students NYM readiness targets before entering the Graduation Program; Grade 10/11/12 students with readiness levels
below 5 in core courses; Grade 10/11/12 male students NYM a C+ benchmark in courses requiring written output as a classifying means of
demonstrate learning.
At-risk students who are not engaging in learning; Students who are not engaging personally, socially, and/or intellectually; Students with
moderate or high levels of anxiety
Students who are unable to experience being a complete learner; Students who encounter imbalances between Self, Family, and
Community.

DISAGGREGATED
EVIDENCE

DESCRIPTOR

12-13

13-14

English 10 Prov.
Exam

14-15

15-16

English 10 Female C+ or Greater
English 10 Male C+ or Greater

79%
80%

91%
47%

95%
54%

91%
76%

English 10 Course
Mark

English 10 Female C+ or Greater
English 10 Male C+ or Greater

88%
80%

97%
61%

95%
57%

94%
84%

English 10 Blended
Mark

English 10 Female C+ or Greater
English 10 Male C+ or Greater

88%
80%

97%
61%

100%
57%

94%
84%

Report Cards

Number of students not meeting
readiness (C+ or Greater) levels in
the areas of English 2016/17
Semester 1 reports.
NOTE: Some students receive ELL
support
NOTE: No International students
included in this data

Report Cards

Number of students not meeting
readiness (C+ or Greater) levels in
the areas of SS 2016/17 Semester
1 reports.
NOTE: Some students receive ELL
support
NOTE: No International students
included in this data

School Midterm
Results

Number of students not meeting
readiness (C+ or Greater) levels in
the areas of English and SS –
Grades 8-10 Semester 1 Midterm

Eng. 8

Eng. 9

Eng. 10

Eng. 11

Eng. 12 / Com. 12

Female = 0
Male = 1

Female = 0
Male = 0

Female = 0
Male = 5

Female = 0
Male = 3

Female = 0
Male = 2

SS 8

SS 9

SS 10

SS 11

Hi 12/CCN 12

Female = 0
Male = 1

Female = 4
Male = 4

Female = 0
Male = 3

Female = 2
Male = 3

Female = 0
Male = 0
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Grade Wide Write

Grade Wide Write

Grade Wide Write

Grade 9 Students NME (Not
Meeting Expectations), as
evidenced by a Grade Wide
Write, suggests support is needed
in the areas of Organization,
Style, and Convention.
NOTE: 10 Male students and 2
Female students were identified
as NME.

Grade 9 Female Students ME
(Meeting Expectations), as
evidenced by a Grade Wide
Write, suggests that Style and
Voice are areas that may need
support to move from
Accomplished to Exemplary.

Grade 9 Male Students ME
(Meeting Expectations), as
evidenced by a Grade Wide
Write, suggests that Ideas,
Organization, and Style are areas
that may need support to move
from Apprentice to
Accomplished. Similarly,
Convention, and Voice are areas
that may need support to move
from Accomplished to Exemplary.
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ELL Fall Data

Reading Accuracy Guide
Frustration 25+ Miscues
Inst/Frust. 14-24 Miscues
Instructional 13 Miscues
Inst/Ind.
4-12 Miscues
Individual
0-3 Miscues

Reading Comprehension Guide
Relies on memory, recall, and
some prior knowledge.

ELL Fall Data

Frustration
Inst/Frust.
Instructional
Inst/Ind.
Individual

5+ Miscues
3-4.5 Miscues
2.5 Miscues
1.5-2 Miscues
0-1 Miscues

NOTEABLE: Frustration samples
do not exploit prior knowledge
(i.e.: History)

ELL Fall Data

Speaking/Listening:
Conversational Proficiency
Completed during the Reading
Comprehension component of
the testing and includes fluency
and understanding.
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Grade 9 Cohort illustrating Grades 6, 7, 8 Letter Grade Distribution of English Language Arts as a percent difference between
Male and Female achievement (C+ or better) of 13.6%, 9.2%, and 34.3%, respectively.

Grade 9 Cohort
Data (English)

Provincial course comparisons between male and female percentages in the areas of Provincial Exams (Exam) and Blended
Marks (Blended) of students receiving a C- or greater and a C+ or greater in English 10 and Science 10. Included are the number
of Failures in each category.

Provincial Data

NOTEABLES:
English 10 Provincial Exam scores for males improved 41% (C+ or better)
English 10 failures were males only
Science 10 Provincial Exam scores for females and males improved 17% and 18%, respectively (C+ or better)
No Science 10 failures
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Provincial course comparisons between male and female percentages in the areas of Provincial Exams (Exam) and Blended
Marks (Blended) of students receiving a C- or greater and a C+ or greater in SS 11. Included are the number of Failures in each
category.

Provincial Data

NOTEABLES:
SS 11 male achievement on Provincial Exam and Blended Final scores improved over a three year period, resulting in a
17% and 28% increase, respectively.

Provincial course comparisons between male and female percentages in the areas of Provincial Exams (Exam) and Blended
Marks (Blended) of students receiving a C- or greater and a C+ or greater in English 12. Included are the number of Failures in
each category.

Provincial Data

NOTEABLES:
Eng. 12 male achievement on Provincial Exam scores declined 45%.

Graduation Rates

NOTEABLES:
- Eligible Gr. 12 Graduation Rates
achieved 100%.
- First-Time Gr. 12 Graduation
Rates achieved 100% for
Females and 95% for Males.
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Drivers of Student Outcomes in
the areas of Quality of Instruction
and Classroom Context include
Positive Learning Climates,
Student-Teacher Relations,
Program Rigor, Program
Relevance, and Effective Learning
Time.
OurSchool Survey

NOTEABLES:
- Effective Learning Time
(concepts are taught well, class
time is used effectively, and
homework/evaluations support
course objectives) continues to
increase.
- Relevance, Relations, and
Positive Learning Climate (PLC)
have decreased in 2017.

Social/Emotional Outcome
(Interest and Motivation)
between Males and Females in
each grade.

OurSchool Survey

NOTEABLES:
- Increases in Interest and
Motivation among all students in
each grade from previous year.
- Interest and Motivation exceeds
a replica school of similar size and
demographics (red line).
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OurSchool Survey

Social/Emotional Outcomes that
include Social Engagement,
Institutional Engagement,
Intellectual Engagement, and
Emotional domains were
examined with drill-down
variables considered between
male and female students.

OurSchool Survey
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How are you pulling apart your data to gain a deeper understanding of particular groups of students?
Provincial, District, and School-Based data is disaggregated and triangulated to identify variants in student achievement. This data is also
compared with subjective evidence collected through other sources including School-Based Team meetings, PAC/DPAC meetings,
Department/Staff meetings, Student Council meetings, and District Staff meetings (i.e. District Assessment Committee, District Educational
Leadership Team, and District Implementation Team).

How are you tracking data over time to follow specific cohorts of students and/or trends in information?
While there are specific times in the year where formal reporting occurs (i.e. Report Cards, Satisfaction Surveys), data is also collected
throughout the year (i.e. Grade-Wide Writes, OurSchool survey, Presentations of Learning, classroom visits, parent meetings) and is used to help
guide planning decisions that affect student learning throughout the year. We are working to identify other sources of evidence that would
convince us we are applying structures and strategies in our pathways to create inclusive, effective, authentic learning environments to help
students KNOW, DO, and UNDERSTAND. Some include student self-reflections, portfolio support, dialogical assessments, and inquiry.

DESIRED KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS FOR STUDENTS AND STAFF
What will students KNOW, UNDERSTAND and DO as a result of your
school improvement planning efforts?
UNDERSTAND
Through reflection, students will differentiate between topics and concepts.
Learn to utilize facts, connecting them to conceptual ideas (relevance and
personal meaning) leading to active learning and a growth mindset.
Shift from covering topics to exploring concepts in context utilizing their
understanding of “real world” to bring meaning to content, knowledge, and
skills.
KNOW
Develop core skills of communication and literacy for all grades and readiness;
for Grades 8 and 9 as they enter the graduation program; for Grades 10, 11, 12
as they transition beyond high school.
Demonstrate their knowledge of essential content through various methods.
DO
Apply learning (what a student can do) to what they must know (essential knowledge).
Assess and report on personal learning targets through a competency lens.

What will staff KNOW, UNDERSTAND and DO as a result of your school improvement planning efforts?
UNDERSTAND
Through inquiry projects, co-planning, and CMOS, integrate largescale concepts that allow for transferability across subjects.
Incorporate reasoning and assessment between factual and conceptual levels of understanding.
KNOW
Infuse essential knowledge in a competency-based approach to learning.
Detail the essential topics and knowledge at each grade level while maintaining literacy as a foundation of learning.
DO
Structure learning and assessment directed at assisting individual students to acquire core competencies required to achieve learning
standards (i.e.: Readiness Targets).
Share in learner-centered conversations with parents and other staff solutions based on student outcomes.
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SOURCE OF EVIDENCE
2015/16 Evidence of Achievement – Did We Do What We Said We’d Do?

Strategies/Structures

Inquiry/Collaborative
Learning

ASSESSMENT EVIDENCE

Presentations of Learning
(Learning Profiles)

Co-Planning, Co-Teaching,
Co-Assessing

Learning Support Teams

Connect common language with powerful strategies and structures.
Evidence that would convince us we are improving learning as a process:
Increased involvement in the co-development of our Theory of Action framework by students, staff, and
parents
Staff, students, and parents identify and use common language that connects learning to strategies and
structures used in the classroom
Engage in pedagogical practices that apply Pathways to Learning.
Evidence that would convince us we are improving learning as a process:
- Increased use of Learning Pathways in all subject areas
- Increased levels of participation and achievement of all students in inquiry/phenomenon-based learning
- Improved evidence of learning through dialogical assessments
- Staff and student feedback that identify how specific learning needs are met through inquiry/phenomenonbased learning processes
Increase the number of students building and presenting learning.
Evidence that would convince us we are improving learning as a process:
- 2016/17 - 100% of Grade 8/9/10 students having demonstrated, at least once in a semester, evidence of
learning to an audience – Students communicate their learning within a framework of how it connects to
“bigger idea(s)”, the competencies developed, and the knowledge/understandings acquired
- 100% of Grade 11/12 students having evidence of a collection of learning that demonstrates learning in the
four core competencies - Students demonstrate how core competencies have been used to deepen their
learning
- Increase available resources for students to engage in the processes of creating and innovating
Support teachers in co-planning, co-teaching, and co-assessing
Evidence that would convince us we are improving learning as a process:
- Increased number of teachers and students co-planning, co-teaching, and co-assessing lessons
- Increased number of cross-curricular, multi-aged programs involving staff and students designing the learning
- Increased assessment evidence that supports competency development
Assist teacher learning teams to support curriculum design, inquiry, and assessment in the classroom (Tier 1) and
differentiated instruction/stranding within a CMOS (Tier 2).
Evidence that would convince us we are improving learning as a process:
- Increase in/of co-learning, co-planning, and co-teaching through the development of specific structures (i.e.
program schedules within the timetable to allow for vertical alignment of courses)
- Increase in demand for resources to support collaborative efforts; building capacity through professional
learning (i.e. ILT, Inquiry Projects, Learning Rounds, In-service)

Learning as a Foundation
Grade 8/9
Dialogical Assessments

Eng. 10 Provincial Exam
Results for Male Students

Language Arts

Readiness Levels

Graduation Program

Increase the number of students in Grade 8/9 achieving readiness standards for the Graduation Program
Evidence that would convince us our chosen strategies are improving learning as a foundation:
- Increase in the number of students with accuracy rates of 98% + on select reading passages
- Increase in the rates of fluency to Level 4 (Fluent/Expressive)
- Increase in comprehension levels via inferential questions and making connections
- Increase the number of Grade 8/9 male students reading outside the classroom to 70%
Increase the number of male students achieving a C+ or better
Evidence that would convince us our chosen strategies are improving learning as a foundation:
- January 2016 – 70% of Grade 10 male students writing the Eng.10 Provincial Exam achieve a C+ or better
- June 2016 – 75% of Grade 10 male students writing the Eng.10 Provincial Exam achieve a C+ or better
- January 2017 – 80% of Grade 10 male students writing the Eng.10 Provincial Exam achieve a C+ or better
Increase the number of male students achieving a C+ or better in Grade 8-12 Language Arts
Evidence that would convince us our chosen strategies are improving learning as a foundation:
- June 2016 – Increase the number of students meeting readiness (C+ or Greater) levels in the areas of Language
Arts
Increase the number of students achieving a Readiness Level of 5 in Grades 11 and 12
Evidence that would convince us our chosen strategies are improving learning as a foundation:
- June 2016 – 85% of all Grade 11 and 12 students achieve Level 5 Readiness
- January 2017 – 90% of all Grade 11 and 12 students achieve Level 5 Readiness
Increase the number of “First Time” Grade 12 Graduation Rates
Evidence that would convince us our chosen strategies are improving learning as a foundation:
- June 2016 – 90% of “First Time” Grade 12 students graduate
- June 2017 – 95% of “First Time” Grade 12 students graduate (TBD)
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What information will convince you that your chosen instructional strategies to improve learning as a foundation and
learning as a process are working?
2016/2017/2018
Learning as a Process

Strategies/Structures

Inquiry/Collaborative
Learning

Presentations of Learning
(Learning Profiles)

Student-Led Learning

Learning Support Teams

Connect common language with powerful strategies and structures.
Evidence that would convince us we are improving learning as a process (Utilizing all our Pathways to Learning):
- Staff and students identify and use common language that connect learning to strategies and structures used in the
classroom.
- Increased concentration of strategies and structures using our Pathways to Learning.
- Encourage parents to participate in our Parent Ambassador program with the purpose of encouraging authentic
involvement in learning at WSS.
Engage in pedagogical practices that apply Pathways to Learning.
Evidence that would convince us we are improving learning as a process:
- Assist in the development of Learning Teams of Teachers.
- Include “expert infusion” opportunities at team meetings.
- Support increased levels of participation and achievement of teacher inquiry learning modules.
- Adopt a process that supports staff and student feedback that identify how self-reflection pinpoints specific
learning needs are being met through Pathways.
Increase the number of students building and presenting learning.
Evidence that would convince us we are improving learning as a process:
- 2017/18 - 100% of Grade 8/9/10 students having demonstrated, at least once, evidence of learning to an audience
– Students communicate their learning within a framework of how it connects to “bigger idea(s)”, the competencies
developed, and the knowledge/understandings acquired.
- 100% of Grade 11/12 students having evidence of a collection of learning that demonstrates learning in the five
core competency areas
- Students demonstrate how core competencies have been used to deepen their learning.
- Increase available resources for students to engage in the processes of creating and innovating.
Support student voice and choice.
Evidence that would convince us we are improving learning as a process:
- Increased options for students to explore and deepen learning in subject areas, relevant to their worlds.
- Increased support for teachers and parents to apply the concepts of KNOWING, DOING, and UNDERSTANDING
through Pathways to Learning.
- Increased number of teachers and students co-developing and co-assessing lessons.
- Increased assessment evidence that supports self-reflection and competency development.
Assist teacher learning teams to support curriculum design, inquiry, and assessment in the classroom (Tier 1) and
differentiated instruction/stranding within a CMOS (Tier 2).
Evidence that would convince us we are improving learning as a process:
- Increased support for teachers moving from content to concept-based learning.
- Increased support for teachers connecting concepts throughout various courses (inter-discipline).

Learning as a Foundation

Grade 9
Dialogical Assessments

Language Arts

Readiness Levels

Graduation Program

Increase the number of students in Grade 9 achieving readiness standards for the Graduation Program
Evidence that would convince us our chosen strategies are improving learning as a foundation:
- Increase in the number of students with accuracy rates of 98% + on select reading passages.
- Decrease in the number of Grade 9 students NME from 15% to 5%.
- Increase in comprehension levels via inferential questions and making connections.
- Support female students in the areas of Style and Voice to improve to Exemplary.
- Support male students in the areas of Ideas, Organization, and Style to move to Accomplished.
Increase the number of male students achieving a C+ or better in Grade 8-12 Language Arts
Evidence that would convince us our chosen strategies are improving learning as a foundation:
- June 2017 – Increase the number of male students meeting readiness (C+ or Greater) levels in the areas of English
and SS
Increase the number of students achieving a Readiness Level of 5 in Grades 11 and 12
Evidence that would convince us our chosen strategies are improving learning as a foundation:
- June 2017 – 95% of all Grade 11 and 12 students achieve Level 5 Readiness
- January 2018 – 95% of all Grade 11 and 12 students achieve Level 5 Readiness
Increase the number of “First Time” Grade 12 Graduation Rates
Evidence that would convince us our chosen strategies are improving learning as a foundation:
- June 2017 – 95% of “First Time” Grade 12 students graduate
- June 2017 – 95% of “First Time” Grade 12 students graduate
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How will you triangulate this collection of evidence to check for understanding? (Provincial? District? School? Classroom?)
Triangulated Data Includes:

What information are teachers using to inform their instruction?
Staff are using several sources to inform their instruction including:
Working with members of the ILT (i.e.: Math – Vertical Planning)
Professional development in the areas of PBL (High Tech High – Spring 2017)
Collaboration days (PBIS, Effective Collaboration, Co-Planning)
District Implementation/Curriculum Implementation Days (Leyton Schnellert)
Aboriginal Shared Learnings
District’s Assessment committee
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STRATEGIES AND STRUCTURES for LEARNING AS A PROCESS and LEARNING AS A FOUNDATION
What research have you considered in selecting your chosen instructional strategies and structures?
Leyton Schnellert – Designing Together
District Implementation - UbD
H. Lynn Erickson – Concept Based Learning
Benedict Carey - How We Learn: The Surprising Truth About When, Where, and Why It Happens
Starr Sackstein – Hacking Assessment: 10 Ways to Go Gradeless In a Traditional School
Michael Fullan – The Six Secrets of Change
Jay McTighe – “Understanding by Design”
District ILT work in Inquiry Based Learning, District Assessment Committee

What new or recent instructional strategies and structures are currently working in your school?

ACTION PLANNING

Structures:
CSL Pilot Program in French Immersion Electives
Math Vertical Alignment with ILT
Aboriginal Leadership Team
Work Experience/Volunteer Placements
Makerspace CMOS
Inquiry Projects (i.e.: FN/ELL Novel Studies, Fuel Your Body Series, Take A Stand Environmental Awareness, Food Fair – Taste the
Nations)
Grade Wide Writes
District Implementation/Curriculum Implementation Days
Timetabling Process – Multi discipline and grade programming options
Academies
Makerspace (Staff/Student Driven; Hybrid Model)
Strategies:
Circle Process
Coaching Behavior Strategies
Reflective Practice/Competency Development Workshops (Grade 8/9)
Dialogical Assessments
Presentations Of Learning
Portfolio Development/E-Folios (Math, Science, French Immersion)
Cross-Curricular Instruction
Individualized Approach to Decision Making for Students Regarding Educational Programming
Collaborative Exams
Conflict Resolution

How do you monitor strategies and refine them as required?
Strategies and structures are continuously evaluated and refined throughout the year using collaborative processes including SBT meetings,
Educational Fund/Interim Measures meetings, lead-learner (Dept.)/Staff meetings, parent/committee meetings, teambuilding/collaboration meetings, student focus-group meetings, office meetings, and district/provincial meetings.

How is your budget aligned with this School Learning Plan?
Plans to provide support for staff learning and practice has been
factored into the operational budget. Learning is grounded in the
district strategic plan and best pedagogical practices.
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ACTION PLANNING

RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION (RTI)

Tier 1 Intervention
Learning Support Group Initiatives/CMOS/SBT
Increased classroom-based supports through our intervention model; working with groups of students on specific learning strands; LAC teachers
work closely with the SBT. Students needing support move fluidly in and out of the learning support room, reintegrated into classes.
Student specific support based on identified circumstances (Anxiety, Behavior, and Language Learning)
Universal Interventions
Peer Tutoring
ELL Programming
EA support dispatched as needed and not assigned to classes or specific students
Aboriginal Cultural Support Worker
Math, Science, Humanities support staff
Instructional Leadership Team
Math – Vertical Planning
Learning Teams
Teachers working within teams and Collaborative support staff, Inquiry/PBL, Blended Learning (DL and multi-curricular areas), and multi-grade
groupings.
Classroom/Learning Centers
PBL, Sustained Silent Reading
Library, MPR, and Resource Room support learning anytime; DL in MPR
Makerspace – Hybrid Model
Grade 8/9 Competency Development workshops
Program Specific
Employment Readiness: Increase in student enrollment in WEX12 for paid work experience; Peak Experience
Duke of Edinburgh
Shared Learnings/Aboriginal Student Leadership
Link Program
Literacy/Numeracy Skill Building programming for High Performing Athletes
Sports: Community Coaches
Leadership/MUN
Technology
Additional COWS in site-specific learning areas
Speech to text programs, Learner specific apps, Coding initiatives
3-D printers, multi-media equipment, electronic equipment, hand tools, hardware, software
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Tier 2 Intervention
Aboriginal Programming
Teaching traditional ways and values through Aboriginal Leadership
24 Hr Drum
Circle of Learnings and the Aboriginal Ways of Knowing, Doing, and Being
Reconciliation Blanket
Community-Oriented Evenings
Darren Laur (Internet Safety)
The Mask You Live In Community Panel
Scholarship Preparation Evening
Dr. Lysyshyn (Public Health – Whistler Specific)
Welcome Parent Evening
Drug & Alcohol Counseling
VCH working with small number of students; expand drug education
Drugs + Sex = Pizza
Mental Health
Students attended Talk At The Top Summit
Mental Health and Wellness (Yoga, Anxiety videos, The Mask You Live In Panel, Jack.org presentation)
CYMH Clinician

Tier 3 Intervention
Student-specific interventions include:
-

District Support & Professional Mentorship to school (Learning Services, school psychologist, VCH/CYMH clinicians)
Discreet assessments leading to specific learning and/or behavior programs
Limited pull-out support from various groups and agencies including MCFD, CYCW, Vancouver Coastal Health, Sea-to-Sky Community Services,
Children’s Hospital, RCMP, and The Maples.
Individually tailored programs for reading, writing, and behavior
Explore enrichment programs (i.e.: Energy Ambassador Program)
Community partnerships to support students in achieving educational objectives (Ted Talks, Career Fair, Work Experience, University/Technical
Fair)

SIP Review Date: March 1st, 2017
Principal

Date

Signature

Nolan Cox

February 22nd, 2017
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